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Abstract� This paper introduces the even�odd POMDP� an approxi�
mation to POMDPs �Partially Observable Markov Decision Problems	
in which the world is assumed to be fully observable every other time
step
 This approximation works well for problems with a delayed need

to observe
 The even�odd POMDP can be converted into an equivalent
MDP� the �MDP� whose value function� V �

�MDP � can be combined online
with a ��step lookahead search to provide a good POMDP policy
 We
prove that this gives an approximation to the POMDP�s optimal value
function that is at least as good as methods based on the optimal value
function of the underlying MDP
 We present experimental evidence that
the method nds a good policy for a POMDP with ������ states and
observations


� Introduction

The Partially Observable Markov Decision Problem �POMDP� is a general
model of a single agent interacting with a partially observable environment�
POMDP applications include quality control� autonomous robots� weapon allo�
cation and medical diagnosis� Consequently� solving POMDPs is a central goal of
arti�cial intelligence� However� the great generality of the model means that no
single method can be expected to solve all POMDPs e�ectively and e	ciently�
Indeed� the problem of �nding optimal solutions for POMDPs is undecidable 
���
Researchers have explored three main approaches to POMDP approximation�

Any POMDP can be converted into a Markov Decision Problem �MDP� in belief
space �see below�� and one approach is to approximate this belief space MDP via
value function approximation� factored decomposition� discretization of the be�
lief state� or a combination of these 
� ��� ��� ��� The second approach is based on
solving the underlying MDP �i�e�� the same POMDP but with a fully�observable
state�� This approach computes the optimal value function V �

MDP
and then ap�

plies it online to construct approximately�optimal policies for the POMDP 
���
Our paper presents a new method related to this approach� The third approach
attempts to directly construct a �nite�state controller that implements a good
POMDP policy 
�� ����
What makes POMDP�s di	cult� The fundamental problem is that the agent

may become �lost��that is� the agent may have a large amount of uncertainty



about the current state of the environment� Consequently� the optimal policy
may involve �avoiding getting lost� and also �acting when lost��

As an example of the need to avoid getting lost �avoiding states where actions
become highly uncertain�� consider a robot that has a choice of two di�erent
hallways to traverse� One hallway is completely dark and provides no visual
landmarks� The other hallway is brightly�lit and has many visual landmarks�
Even when the second hallway requires traveling a longer distance to reach the
goal� it may still be the optimal choice� because the robot avoids getting lost in
the dark hallway �and colliding with obstacles��

An example of the need to act when lost is the task of disease diagnosis� Given
a patient�s initial symptoms� a physician may be uncertain about the true state
of the patient �i�e�� the disease�� The physician must have a policy for how to
act �i�e�� by performing tests and prescribing therapies� under this uncertainty�
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Fig� �� POMDPs illustrating �a	 delayed need to observe and �b	 delayed opportunity
to observe

Fortunately� in cases where the e�ects of actions are immediately apparent�
both of these problems can be solved by performing a shallow lookahead search�
evaluating the leaf nodes in this search tree using V �

MDP
� and backing�up these

values to choose the best action to perform� For the robot� a shallow lookahead
search reveals that the robot rapidly becomes uncertain of its position� The
expected value of the resulting positions according to V �

MDP
is poor� so the

robot prefers the well�lit hallway� In the medical diagnosis case� many successful
diagnostic systems have been based on a one�step value�of�information �VOI�
calculation 
��� The physician considers the expected utility of choosing a therapy
immediately versus the expected utility of performing one test and then choosing
the therapy after the test results are known� Greedy VOI often works extremely
well� both for choosing the best test to perform and for deciding when to stop
testing and recommend a therapy�

The most di	cult POMDPs are those where the consequences of actions
are not immediately apparent� Consider the �skier problem� in Figure ��a�� It
involves a skiing robot that starts at a known location at the top of the mountain
and must choose which trail to take� The upper trail is very safe�so safe that
the robot can ski this route with its eyes closed� because the trail goes through
a bowl�shape valley that naturally steers the robot down the center� The lower
trail is initially just as safe as the upper one� but then it takes the skier along
the side of a cli�� Here� the skiing robot must constantly observe its position to
avoid falling o� the cli�� Each time the robot uses its vision system� it consumes



battery power� so the robot wants to minimize sensing� If this problem is solved
while ignoring the costs of observation �i�e�� computing V �

MDP
�� the optimal

policy will take the lower trail� because it is shorter� However� when the cost of
observation is included� the upper policy is better� At the start state there is
no apparent di�erence between the two paths� and a shallow lookahead search
combined with V �

MDP
will choose the cli� trail� The key di	culty is that there

is a delayed need to observe �or equivalently� a delayed risk of getting lost�� and
the shallow lookahead search cannot overcome this delay�
The problem in Figure ��b�� due to S� Thrun� is the �heaven and hell� domain�

in which there are two terminal states� �heaven� and �hell�� at the opposite ends
of the top hallway� In the initial state� the robot knows its position� but it does
not know which terminal state is heaven and which is hell� because the two
possibilities are equally likely� There is one way of �nding out this information�
the robot can walk down the hallway� turn left� and read a sign that indicates
where heaven is� So the optimal POMDP policy is to go down� read the sign� then
go up and turn toward heaven� Now consider computing V �

MDP
� In the underlying

MDP� there is no uncertainty about which terminal state is heaven� so the MDP
optimal policy is to go up and turn appropriately� A shallow lookahead search
using V �

MDP
will therefore go upwards and then turn arbitrarily either left or

right� The di	culty here is that there is a delayed opportunity to observe�

Table �� Taxonomy of di�cult POMDPs

Avoiding getting lost Acting when lost
�need to observe	 �opportunity to observe	

Immediate Two hallways Disease diagnosis
Delayed Skier Heaven�hell

This paper presents a new approximate solution of POMDPs that works
well when there is a delayed need to observe �lower left box� Table ��� The
core idea is to de�ne a new POMDP� the even�odd POMDP� in which the full
state of the environment is observable at all times t where t is even� When t is
odd� the environment returns the same information as in the original POMDP�
Following an observation of Hansen 
��� we show that the even�odd POMDP can
be converted into an equivalent MDP �the �MDP� with di�erent actions and
rewards� Let V ��MDP

be the optimal value function for the �MDP� Then we get an
improved approximation to the optimal POMDP value function by performing
a shallow lookahead search and evaluating the leaf states using V �

�MDP
�

The �MDP will incorporate the costs of observation in cases where those
costs become immediately apparent at some point in the future� For example�
in the skier domain� as the skier approaches the cli�� it becomes immediately
apparent �i�e�� to a ��step lookahead search� that there is a need to observe�
Hence� the V �

�MDP
will include those observations�but only at times when t

is odd� As the �MDP is solved� these underestimated observation costs will be
propagated backwards along the temporal sequence so that in the starting state
at the top of the mountain� the robot skier will be able to make the optimal
decision to take the upper trail�



This paper is organized as follows� Section � introduces our notations� Section
� introduces and theoretically justi�es our approximation algorithm� Section �
presents three experimental studies showing the strengths and weaknesses of the
�MDP approximation� Conclusions are presented in Section ��

� POMDP Notations

A POMDP is a tuple hS� A� O� Ptr�SjS�A�� Pobs�OjS�A�� R�SjS�A�� �i where
S is the set of states in the world� A is the set of actions� Ptr�st��jst� at� is the
probability of moving to state st�� at time t� �� after performing action at in
state st at time t� R�st��jst� at� is the expected immediate reward for perform�
ing action at in st causing a transition to st��� O is the set of observations�
Pobs�otjst� at��� is the probability of observing ot in state st at time t� after
executing at��� and � is the discount factor�
A Markov decision process �MDP� is a simpli�cation of the POMDP where

the agent can observe the true state s of the environment after each action� Any
POMDP can be converted into a continuous�state MDP called the belief MDP�
The states in this MDP� called belief states� are probability distributions b such
that b�st� � P �stja�� o�� � � � � at��� ot� is the agent�s belief that the environment
is in state st� given the entire action and observation history�
A policy � for an MDP is a mapping from states to actions� Hence� a policy for

the belief MDP is a mapping from belief states to actions� The value function of
a policy� V ��b� � E


P
�

t��
�trt���� is the expected cumulative discounted reward

of following policy � starting in belief state b� The optimal policy �� maximizes
V ��b� for all belief states� The value function of the optimal policy is denoted
V �� We will say that a belief state b is �pure� if b�s� � � for some state s� and
instead of V �b� we will write V �s��

� The Even�Odd Approximation

��� Even�Odd POMDP and Even MDP

Given a POMDP we can de�ne a new POMDP� the even�odd POMDP� where
everything is the same except that at even times t� the set of observations is the
same as the set of states �O � S�� and the observed state is the true underlying
state �Pobs�ojs� a� � � i� o � s�� Note that at even times� the belief state will be
pure� but at odd times� the belief state may become �spread out�� The optimal
value function for the even�odd POMDP can be computed by converting it into
an equivalent MDP� which we call the even MDP �abbreviated �MDP��
The �MDP is constructed as follows� The states are the same as the even�

odd POMDP�s �world� states� Each action u in the �MDP �Figure �� is a tu�
ple ha� a��� a

�

�� � � � � a
�

ni� where n � jOj� We will write u
�� � a and u
oi� � a�
i
�

An action u is executed in state s by �rst performing a � u
�� in the even�
odd POMDP� The agent will move to state s� with probability Ptr�s

�js� a�� and
an observation o will be received with probability Pobs�ojs

�� a�� The agent then



executes action a� � u
o�� which will cause a transition to state s�� with prob�
ability Ptr�s

��js�� u
o��� This is the fully observable result state in the �MDP�
The discount factor is ��� The probability transition function is Ptr�s

��js� u� �P
s�
Ptr�s

�js� u
����
P

o
Pobs�ojs

�� u
��� � Ptr�s
��js�� u
o��� The immediate reward of

executing action u in state s is R�s� u� �
P

s�
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The �Bellman backup operator� for this �MDP is

h�MDPV �s� � maxu
�
R�s� u� �

P
s��
Ptr�s

��js� u� � ��V �s���
�
�

By expanding the de�nitions� this can be simpli�ed to

h�MDPV �s� � maxa�R�s� a� �
P

o
�maxa��

P
s�
Ptr�s

�js� a� � Pobs�ojs
�� a��P

s��
Ptr�s

��js�� a�� � �R�s��js�� a�� � �V �s������ �

where R�s� a� �
P

s�
Ptr�s

�js� a� �R�s�js� a�� Standard results tell us that h�MDP

is a max�norm contraction �under various conditions� and that it is monotonic
�i�e�� for any pair of value functions Va and Vb� if for all s� Va�s� � Vb�s� then
h�MDPVa�s� � h�MDPVb�s��� Furthermore� V

�

�MDP
is the unique solution to the

�xed�point equation V � h�MDPV 
���

��� Improved Approximation

Let V �
POMDP

be the optimal value function for the POMDP and V �
MDP

be the
optimal value function for the underlying MDP� We show that V �

�MDP
is a better

approximation to V �
POMDP

than is V �
MDP

� First we prove that V �
�MDP

�s� �
V �
MDP

�s� for all states s� This� of course� makes sense� because the MDP optimal
value function has perfect information about all the states� while the �MDP
only has perfect information about every other state� Then we apply a similar
argument to show that V �

POMDP
�s� � V �

�MDP
�s� for all s � S� This will show

that on pure belief states� V �
�MDP

is a better approximation to V �
POMDP

�

Theorem �� V �
�MDP

�s� � V �
MDP

�s� for all s � S�

Proof� We �rst show that h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s� � V �

MDP
�s�� Consider applying

h�MDP to V
�

MDP
� If a� is the action that achieves the maximum in maxa� then

h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s� � R�s� a�� �

P
o
�maxa��

P
s�
Ptr�s

�js� a��Pobs�ojs
�� a���P

s��
Ptr�s

��js�� a���R�s��js�� a�� � �V �
MDP

�s����� �



By applying the inequality maxa
P

s
X�a� s� �

P
s
maxaX�a� s� for a

� and s��
we can rewrite this as

h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s� � R�s� a�� �

P
o
�
P

s�
Ptr�s

�js� a��Pobs�ojs
�� a���

maxa��
P

s��
Ptr�s

��js�� a���R�s��js�� a�� � �V �
MDP

�s����� �

The last line is just the Bellman backup for the MDP � so it becomes V �
MDP

�s���

h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s� � R�s� a�� �

P
o
�
P

s�
Ptr�s

�js� a��Pobs�ojs
�� a�� � V �

MDP
�s�� �

V �
MDP

�s�� does not depend on o� so
P

o
Pobs�ojs

�� a�� becomes ��

h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s� � R�s� a�� �

P
s�
Ptr�s

�js� a���V �
MDP

�s�� �

The right hand side is a Bellman backup for a particular action a�� so it is less
than or equal to V �

MDP
�s�� which would be obtained by backing up the best

action for the MDP� Hence� we obtain h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s� � V �

MDP
�s� for all s� Be�

cause h�MDP is monotonic� the inequality is true when we apply h�MDP to both
sides� h�

�MDP
V �
MDP

�s� � h�MDPV
�

MDP
�s�� By induction� hk

�MDP
V �
MDP

�s� �
V �
MDP

�s� for all k� limk�� hk
�MDP

V �
MDP

� V �
�MDP

� V �
MDP

� Q�E�D�

Theorem �� V �
POMDP

�s� � V �
�MDP

�s� for all s � S� �see ��� for proof��

These two theorems establish that V �
�MDP

is a better approximation to
V �
POMDP

than V �
MDP

on pure belief states� We extend this result to arbitrary
belief states b by considering a ��step lookahead process� Let LA�n� be an op�
erator de�ned such that �LA�n�V �b�� estimates the value of belief state b by
performing an n�step lookahead search and evaluating the fully observable leaf
states using V � For example� LA��� can be written

LA���V �b� � maxa�
P

s
b�s�

P
s�
Ptr�s

�js� a��R�s�js� a� � �V �s���� �

Theorem �� For all belief states b�

V �
POMDP

�b� � LA���V �
�MDP

�b� � LA���V �
MDP

�b� � LA���V �
MDP

�b� �

�see ��� for proof��

Figure � depicts this relationship for a ��state �nite�horizon POMDP� All
value functions are piecewise linear and convex�

��� Even MDP Approximation Algorithm

We can easily compute V �
�MDP

o ine via value iteration� To generate a policy for
the original POMDP� we maintain a belief state� and at each time t we perform a
��step lookahead �evaluating the leaf states with V �

�MDP
�� and choose the action

with the best backed�up value� This policy is called the LA���V �
�MDP

policy�
If the leaf states are instead evaluated with V �

MDP
� we obtain the LA���V �

MDP

policy�
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Fig� �� Schematic diagram of the optimal POMDP value function and three approxi�
mations to it for a ��state nite�horizon POMDP

� Experimental Studies

��� Example with Delayed Need to Observe

In the �rst example �Figure �� a�� a skier is at the known start state on the
left� and there are three trails leading down the mountain to circled absorbing
states� The skier has four actions� SE� N� E� and EO� SE is only available in
the start state� and it deterministically takes the agent to the start of Trail
� �reward ���� N deterministically moves the agent north one square �reward
���� Bumping against a �wall� leaves the state unchanged� E normally moves
east with probability ��� and southeast with probability ���� The reward of E
is normally ��� but ���� if the skier goes over the cli�� E moves east with
probability � in the start state and in all states where there is no choice� The
SE� N and E actions provide no observation information� The EO �east� observe�
action behaves like E and deterministically tells the skier�s location �reward ����
First consider what happens if Trail � is closed� In this case� the �MDP ap�

proximation chooses the optimal policy� The LA���V �
MDP

and LA���V �
MDP

poli�
cies will take Trail �� whereas the optimal POMDP policy and the LA���V �

�MDP

policy will take Trail �� The �MDP value function� V �
�MDP

� detects ��� out of
� observations needed along Trail �� but this is enough to make it choose the
optimal path� Interestingly� because of the lookahead search� none of the policies
goes over the cli�� The LA���V �

MDP
policy never chooses to observe� Instead

it relies on the N action to move away from the cli�� The LA���V �
MDP

policy
will observe just as much on Trail � as the POMDP optimal policy and the
LA���V �

�MDP
policy would if they were to take Trail �� This shows that ��step

VOI computations are enough to permit LA���V �
MDP

to act sensibly in this case�
Now suppose we open Trail �� In this case� the policies based on V �

MDP

still prefer Trail �� and the optimal POMDP policy is still Trail �� But the
LA���V �

�MDP
policy will choose Trail �� because it detects too few of the neces�

sary observations to prefer the optimal path �it only anticipates a need for ���
EO actions instead of the � EO actions that will actually be required�� At run
time� the policy does observe correctly�
Because the even MDP only needs to observe every other time step� it un�

derestimates the observation costs of both Trail � and Trail ��
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Fig� �� �a	Three paths for skiing down a mountain
 There is a delayed need to observe
on Trails � and �
 �b	 A second skier example

��� Example of Gradually Getting Lost

Figure � �b� shows a slightly di�erent skiing problem� Here we have changed the
dynamics so that the E action moves east with probability ��� and southeast
with probability ���� The optimal POMDP policy is to take Trail �� but all
the approximations take Trail �� The MDP approximations �LA���V �

MDP
and

LA���V �
MDP

� take Trail � for the same reasons as before� they cannot detect the
need to observe� Unfortunately� the �MDP approximation has the same problem�
the probability ��� of moving southeast is not large enough to cause the �MDP
to choose an EO action during value iteration� So the �MDP does not detect the
need to observe� This illustrates a second weakness of the �MDP approximation�
the gradual accumulation of uncertainty� If uncertainty accumulates gradually�
the �MDP approximation will not detect the need to observe� and it will behave
just like the MDP approximations� At execution time� the agent maintains a
belief state� so it realizes when the uncertainty has accumulated� and it will
choose to observe� So even in this case� it will usually avoid going over the cli��
The LA���V �

MDP
and LA���V �

�MDP
policies behave identically on this problem�

��� A Large Example

Figure � presents a large maze problem with delayed need to observe� The agent
starts in the upper left corner of a ���� ��� grid world� and it must reach an
absorbing state in the lower right corner� Along the diagonal� there are several
�hazard� states� Each time the agent enters a hazard state� it gets a reward of
������ but the task does not terminate� There are � actions� E� S� SE� EO� SO�
and SEO� The E� S� and SE actions do not return any observation information
and have a reward of ��� The EO� SO� and SEO actions have the same dynamics
as E� S� and SE� but they return the exact location of the agent as well� with a
reward of ���� We believe this problem is too large to be solved by any of the
exact algorithms for POMDPs�
We implemented the LA���V �

MDP
and LA���V �

�MDP
approximations� Value

iteration required ��s to compute V �
MDP

and ���s to compute V �
�MDP

� To test
the resulting online policies� we ran both for ��� trials�
The MDP optimal policy follows the diagonal towards the goal�there is

enough space between the hazards to ensure that in a fully�observable world� the
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agent can avoid hitting any hazards �with probability ��� When the LA���V �
MDP

policy is executed online� it �rst performs a long series of SE actions �with no
observation�� This causes the belief state to spread out� and when the belief state
starts to include some points near the hazards� it chooses to observe� It then
exhibits two general behaviors� If it discovers that it is still near the diagonal�
it continues to follow the diagonal� and it is forced to perform an average of ��
observations to avoid hitting the hazards� Otherwise� if it discovers that it has
drifted away from the diagonal� then it follows a blind policy and goes �outside�
the hazards� This actually leads to better performance� and online updating of
V �
MDP

�e�g�� linear Q�learning 
�� might yield improved performance in these
cases� Over the ��� trials� the LA���V �

MDP
policy never hit a hazard�

The even MDP determines that in states close to the hazards it is worth
observing� V �

�MDP
includes these observation costs and propagates them back

through the state space� Even if the true observation costs are underestimated�
they are enough to make the �MDP optimal policy go outside the hazards� When
executed online� LA���V �

�MDP
never performs any observations� It executes ��

SE steps� then it turns E for �� steps� SE for �� steps� then E� SE� E� SE� SE� E�
followed by �� SE actions� and �nally it alternates single S actions with chains
of SE actions� Over the ��� trials� this policy hit a hazard twice�

Figure � shows the steady state occupancy probabilities for the two policies�
The MDP approximation stays primarily on the diagonal� The distributions
become concentrated near the hazards and near the start and end states� The
�MDP approximation follows the diagonal for a while and then moves E of it�
The probabilities become concentrated along the east wall north of the terminal
state as the agent relies on the walls to �funnel� it into the terminal state�

Table � summarizes the total cost �� �reward� per trial for the two meth�
ods� The MDP approximation�s average cost was ������� whereas the �MDP
approximation�s average cost was ������� The table reports a ��! bootstrap
con�dence interval� which shows that this di�erence is statistically signi�cant�
The LA���V �

�MDP
policy correctly anticipated the need to observe along the di�



(a) (b)
Fig� �� Steady state occupation probabilities for �a	 the MDP approximation
LA��	V �

MDP and �b	 the �MDP approximation LA��	V �

�MDP over ��� trials

agonal� while LA���V �
MDP

did not� The di�erence in performance is due to the
extra cost of observing incurred by the LA���V �

MDP
policy near the hazards�

Table �� Cost ��reward	 per trial� averaged over ��� trials

min max mean median ���
MDP ��� ��� ���
�� ��� ��������
��
�MDP ��� ���� ���
�� ��� ����
�����
��

How close does the �MDP approximation come to the optimal POMDP pol�
icy� From Theorem �� we know that V ��MDP

�s�� � V �
POMDP

�s�� is an upper
bound on the value of the optimal policy� where s� is the start state� In terms
of cost� this is a lower bound� and in this problem it is ������ Hence� we can
infer that the cost of the optimal POMDP policy is between ����� and ������
�the average cost of the �MDP approximation�� This shows that the �MDP
approximation is a large improvement over the MDP approximation�

� Conclusions

The even MDP approximation provides a partial solution to the problem of
avoiding getting lost when there is a delayed need to observe� While solving the
�MDP� a ��step lookahead search detects cases where there is an immediately
obvious need to observe� Value iteration then propagates the associated obser�
vation costs backward through the state space so that earlier states can detect a
delayed need to observe� This makes V �

�MDP
much more informed about future

sensing in a POMDP framework than V �
MDP

is�
There are two limitations to the method which result in an underestimate

of the true observation costs� First� if uncertainty accumulates gradually� the
��step lookahead will not choose to observe� because the belief state after the
�rst step will not be su	ciently di�used to make an observation worthwhile�
One solution to this problem is to use a k�step lookahead� which will capture the
costs of sensing that are apparent within k steps� But the computational cost of
this solution grows exponentially with k�



The second limitation arises from the fact that the �MDP only needs to ob�
serve at odd times t� This is because at the end of the ��step lookahead the states
are assumed to be fully observable� and this implies that the second actions u
o�
of the �MDP will never be observation actions� We are exploring modi�cations
to the �MDP approximation that estimate observation costs at every step�
Despite these limitations� the �MDP method performed well on the �rst skier

example and on a large maze problem� In addition� the value function V �
�MDP

is
an upper bound on the value of the optimal POMDP policy� which is useful for
evaluating hand�derived policies�
Because the �MDP method incorporates a ��step value�of�information com�

putation� it is also suitable for solving problems� such as medical diagnosis� where
there is an immediate opportunity to observe� and the two hallways problem�
where there is an immediate need to observe �see Table ��� However� the �MDP
method does not provide any solution to problems where there is a delayed
opportunity to observe� such as the �heaven and hell� problem�
The �MDP method can be applied to very large POMDPs because it only

requires solving a Markov decision problem� and existing reinforcement learning
algorithms can solve very large MDPs� This makes the �MDP method the �rst
scalable POMDP approximation that can anticipate the need to observe�
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